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ABSTRACT Recent communication technologies in the Wireless Sensor Networks WSN enable us to
implement and construct various physical sensing nodes with electronic circuits for transmitting and receiving
tasks. Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy LEACH is a well-known routing protocol used and
implemented in researches and articles; also, there are various attempts from the researchers to modify it to achieve
the best results. Since almost all of the articles considered deployment either predefined or randomly depleted for
the whole reign of interest RoI. A sophisticated random node deployment method is proposed, named Farmer
Disseminating the Seeds FDS, the farmer walks with almost uniform steps and parallel lines to cover the whole
RoI. A formation of a uniform grid with deviated random local distances from grid crossings considered as a
predefined number of normal nodes with one advance node that has double battery energy. FDS is used to improve
the importance of deployment methods as an additive parameter in estimating lifetime and energy consumption in
routing protocols. Traditional random deployment and FDS methods are compared.

KEYWORDS wireless sensor network WSN, LEACH protocol, FDS method, deployment method, routing
protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTIPLE fields are considered to achieve many
technical and practical requirements necessary for
wireless sensor networks and their sophisticated
applications. It appears that there are no limits for those
applications predicted like in space between planets or on
their surfaces [1] which are very promising and gathering
Nano-sensor technology with WSN facilities [2]. These
fields include deployment methods of nodes and
repositioning them, electronics of nodes, including
communication techniques, protocols and equipment [3], the
technical industry of batters with the harvesting of energy
[4], routing algorithm and information transfer through the
network [5, 6]. WSNs are applied in civilian fields like
monitoring fire in the forest, weather fluctuations, and
military tasks like management of army missions, prevent
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intrudes of the forbidden area against the enemy forces and
so on [7, 8].
The application of WSN requires for suitable cost, good
connectivity, long lifetime, ability to be applied at a large
area and overcome obstacles and terrain factors [9].
A. LOW-ENERGY ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING HIERARCHY
METHODOLOGY AND HISTORY

There are many access routing protocols for wireless sensor
networks, one of the oldest sophisticated routing protocols is
the low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy LEACH [1012]. It considers reducing routing paths by creating cluster
heads, electing each epoch and collecting data from normal
sensing nodes associated to them. This process is mediate
time-division multiplexing table cluster head sends to inform
each associated node when it sends data within time slot
defined by the table. After many rounds cluster heads
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aggregate data information and send them to the base station,
since, sending data packets from cluster heads to base station
consumes more energy. A mechanism of a random election
of cluster heads is used to balance energy consumption
between nodes. Too many interactive communication
packets are needed to prepare the clustering form of the
network although a random election of cluster heads has a
drawback of bad distribution of cluster head and it does not
appreciate minimizing the distances of overall paths
established.
Over the last twenty years, many primary and secondary
ways of activating and handling to overcome the
disadvantages of this routing protocol were suggested,
submitted and modified. Some of them related to this paper
are in [13-24]:
1. Insertion of random deployment advanced nodes with
duplicated battery energy to enforce the structure of the
network.
2. Balance Selection of clustering heads according to
residual energy of node battery, the sum of the distances with
node neighbors and the distance between cluster head and
base station. This approach is called Balance LEACH-B.
3. Subdivide region of interest RoI into zones, for
example, four rectangular or more zones or subdivided RoI
into circular rings concentrated to the base station then select
cluster head nodes within that zones equal to other numbers
or increase when they are closer to the base station.
4. Consider two levels of cluster heads TL-LEACH
where information will be transferred from the second level
cluster heads to the first level cluster heads to the base
station. Utilize multi-hop routing techniques MR-LEACH
and IMR-LEACH that are accepted as one of the efficient
and important solutions that minimize the total sum of
communication paths.
5. An assistant node close to each fixed selected cluster
head acts as a vice node to it. This method is called Vice VLEACH. When the main cluster head energy goes down to a
certain level sends an assisted node will tack its role as a
cluster head and the process continues.
6. Fuzzy logic and artificial intelligence (genetic
algorithm) methods are used to select cluster head nodes
according to energy levels, number of connections and so on.
The number of cluster head nodes is also estimated to
minimize the number of connections and fulfill any
intelligent aims of that network.
7. Knowing coordinates of all nodes or at least cluster
head nodes by any method of localization like GPS or the
received signal strength indication (RSSI) methods then send
these coordinates and the energy of all nodes to the base
station. The base station has calculation power and energy to
estimate the best selection of cluster head and normal node
associations. These approaches are called Centralize
LEACH-C and LEACH chain-based routing protocol
LEACH-CC.
8. Two base stations may be used, this preparation
facilitates the geographic information and employed multipaths routing.
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9. The base station or cluster head nodes granted mobility
to prepare suitable localization and coverage of the network.
These treatments are recent trends in research.
10. Beacon or fixed nodes with specific capabilities, are
used to interact with normal nodes to estimate the location of
nodes. Recovering out range nodes is also considered.
11. Adaptive energy transmission range is also
considered for keeping energy consumption efficient
distance and energy DE-LEACH.
12. Various routing methods were established like
Threshold sensitive energy-efficient sensor network TEEN,
Power-efficient gathering in sensor information system
PEGASIS, Stable Election Protocol SEP, Distributed
energy-efficient clustering DEEC and so on.
B. NODE DEPLOYMENT ATTEMPTS IN WSN

It is obvious that not many papers considered random
deployment for static nodes in WSN. Some of them
mentioned uniform or poison distributions covering all the
areas under attention [25]. More papers address the statistical
approach and then used deterministic re-positioning methods
to achieve coverage or connectivity [26]. Although
considering predetermined ways of scan path come
inclusively with the applications of other fields of researches
like ultimate counts of nodes for total coverage, discovering
the uncovered area, allocates node locations, maintaining
defected nodes, recharge depleted batteries, keeps
connectivity of the network and so on [27, 28].
There are many strategies addressed for node deployment
in WSN:
(1) Simple WSN Node Diffusion Distribution, the
deployment of nodes was done by release nodes from a
predetermined height over a base station BS, so higher node
densities are concentrated near BS. This method is suitable
for communication information packets traffics in the
network. This method is not considered as a realistic
approach for wide-area coverage and the huge number of
nodes since higher altitudes are needed and their
consequences. Using a helicopter and hanging each node
with parachute maybe counted [29].
(2) Uniform Density of WSN Node Distribution, the
deployment of nodes was simulating by constant node
density all over a regarded area. It is a more deterministic
way or maybe nodes are relocated by moving node after
deployment [30].
(3) Power Density of WSN Node Distribution, the
deployment of nodes was applied according to power low of
distribution. The density of nodes is higher near BS and
reduced according to predefined exponent value. Controlling
the exponent value of the distribution is the more suitable
way for specific applications [30].
(4) Sensor Node Distribution, this method subdivides
area under consideration to hexagonal cells and each cell
includes only one sensor node. The teamwork revels that
nodes in the area under consideration keep working and
unconnected groups of nodes in other methods, which means
the goal of keeping the network working in a larger area is
93
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more important than how long node lives. It is important to
keep node connectivity than the last node live longer since
isolated nodes do not function properly [31].
C. HISTORY OF CHALLENGES FACING PRACTICAL
STOCHASTIC DEPLOYMENT OF NODES ALL OVER
THE AREA OF INTEREST AOI

In earlier researches, no serious attention was paid to node
deployment accomplishing, the first attempts were made by
Arial dropping nodes using helicopter or alternative from a
specific height, almost done from one point and it was
anticipated to spread them all over the AoI uniformly [32].
These suggestions deviate from reality. We can summarize
many treatments to solve the problem:
First: deployment of node connected to a parachute to a
bounded falling speed of nodes and ability to predict falling
place by estimating wind speed, rain effects and terrain
obstacles [33-35].
Second: movement of nodes after falling using different
estimation methods:
(1) Virtual Force to Keep Connectivity Method VFKCM:
It includes moving mobile or anchor nodes according to
virtual force similar to attraction or repulsion physical forces
with the inverse square distance between nodes and BS to
perform uniform equidistance distribution over AoI. This is
down by estimating force direction to each node. Floor
Divided Modification was also added to reduce the total
movement of nodes by sub-dividing AoI into small areas and
doing modification accordingly [36].
(2) Relocation of Nodes According to Predefined
Calculation Method RNAPCM:
It includes moving mobile or anchor nodes according to
geometric estimations to keep a minimum of total distances
between nodes and with BS [36].
(3) Hybrid Method: It is a combination of the two
methods, force, and geometrical factors [36].
(4) Sub-Regional Push-Pull Method SRPPM: It includes
subdividing RoI into hexagonal cells, moving it and
allocating each node in the center of that region. It is called
Tiling [37].
Third: Stochastic Deployment by Group of nodes
according to grid crossing and grouping nodes according to
grid crossing [38]. These methods give rise to more reliable,
uniform and practical treatments of stochastic node
deployments especially for overall coverage called Blanket
coverage [39].
To achieve group, grid and group grid node deployment
the process needs to apply one of predefined scan path
methods [40, 41]. The predefined scan path methods are:
(1) Zig zag Scan Path ZSP: While deployment of nodes
movement of helicopter or any alternative devices with a zig
zag path is used to cover AoI. Separation between two lines
will be twice the maximum transmission radius of node, or
the main distance of dispersion if group of nodes are
deployed. The clearance at the edges will be half that radius
[40].
(2) Parallel Lines Scan Path PLSP: This path is similar
to ZSP except without deployment when transfer from one
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parallel line path to the anther. This method leaves the edges
of AoI partially covered to gain less node deployed and less
interfere of node coverage at edges. So this method is
suitable to application when the coverage of the edges is paid
less attention [40].
(3) Concentric Scan Path CSP: Deployment path will be
as closed curves concentric about a center where a BS may
poison. Distance between parallel curves is twice the
maximum radius of node transmission or twice the main
distance of dispersion of the node group. The clearance at the
edges will be half that radius.
(4) Spiral Scan Path SSP: This path is similar to CSP but
without discontinuity of deployment when transferring from
curve to another curve. This method can be done more
smooth although more nodes and interfere of node coverage
[40].
(5) Hilbert Scan Path HSP: To get adjacent node to gather
an n dimensional curve is used. This method needs to
implement sophisticated device [41].
Scan path explained are only one- dimensional so they
may face some alignment problems, especially to allocate
each node to another. To solve this problem and to get more
uniformity of deployment double scan path is considered.
Using complex scan paths may open extra sophisticated
methods to deal with deployment of nodes. A lot of
teamwork handles mobile nodes to consider obstacles and
terrain.
Although many papers highlighted scan paths but they
used them to estimate paths for moving robot, vehicle or
human to reach over all AoI where the deployed nodes for
localization by Received Signal Strength Indication RSSI or
alternatives, maintenance especially charging batteries and
may prepares connectivity [42].
Sophisticated deployment of nodes using predefined scan
path and using any strategy was not treated enough in the
proceeding papers. In other words, no actual study pays
attention to measure random deployment methods.
The proposal gathering discreet group grid is a parallel
scan path with heterogeneous node (using one double battery
capacity node among predefined number of normal nodes).
This heterogeneity gives WSN the flexibility to deal with
different routing algorithms and to maintain enough skeleton
of the network for longer functioning all over RoI. This new
deployment was tested by LEACH routing protocol. The
results are compared with a uniform deployment to the total
area of interest by simulation both deployments. Introducing
farmer dissemination of seeds random deployment method
will allow this approach to be used in parallel or integrated
with the rest of the handling mechanisms.
II. SIMULATION OF LEACH PROTOCOL

There needs to be an adequate summary of references to
describe the current state-of-the-art or a summary of the
results.
Practically, to simulate the LEACH algorithm we used
MatLab©2017 to create multi-functions m-files and tested
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with numbers of parameters, a brief explanation of the
LEACH algorithm 1 is:
Algorithm: LEACH algorithm
Begin
Step 1: Set model parameters; (no. of nodes, the
dimension of the area, cluster header
percentage, advance nodes percentage, …)
Step 2: Define random x and y locations across RoI
for the total number of nodes and mark
predefined percentage of them (10 percent)
as double battery capacity.
Step 3: Starting a clear round with reset all
election flag; (Flag G = 0 reset all
elections).
Step 4: Starting Epoch with election Cluster Heads
CHs by LEACH standered election criteria
𝑝
1−𝑝∗ (𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑟
1 )
𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑝)

,

(1)

where p is probability of CHs, r is a round number.
Then incrementing election flag; (Flag G =
round number after election).
Step 5: Cluster Heads CHs send “HELLO” packets to
Base Station BS and all Normal Nodes NNs
receive them within the radius between CH
and BS.
Step 6: Each NN estimates the nearest CH and sends
the “HELLO” packet with a distance between
NN and associated CH.
Step 7: Only the nearest CH will receive” HELLO”
packets of associated nodes.
Step 8: Each CH constructs Time Division Multiple
Access TDMA table, that determines the
sequence of a time slot to each NN
associated to that CH and sends “HELLO”
packets to BS and NNs with TDMA table.
Step 9: NNs receive “HELLO” packets with TDMA table
and recognize its Timing Slot.
Step 10: Each NN sends the “DATA” packet to
associated CH.
Step 11: CH aggregates “DATA” packets (spend
energy) and sends the “DATA” packet to BS.
Step 12: If Epoch Not End and number of packets
send < predefined number of packets per
Epoch Then Go to step 10.
Step 13: If All NNs are dead or total predefined
rounds are exhausted then
End the simulation process.
Else
Step 14: If predefined rounds are exhausted then
Go to step 3
Else Go to step 4.
Step 15: Estimate statistical results.
End.

III. Simulation of FDS random deployment

Farmer Disseminating the Seeds FDS random deployment is
not a routing algorithm. It is a way to realize the simulation
of how to randomize the distributing sensor nodes in WSN.
Almost all simulation methods used a random distribution of
nodes all over the entire area, in spite of it is impossible to
apply it actually since depleted sensor nodes from high
amplitudes or with force may damage the nodes and do not
achieve covering the regions of interest RoI as claimed.
Simulate farmer disseminating of seeds distribution is
more reliable and can be applied and expanded. The farmer
VOLUME 20(1), 2021

walks in uniform regular steps and throws a fist of seeds at
almost equal distances then moves to near parallel trajectory
and repeat spreading seeds until he covers the whole farm.
To simulate farmer action, a regular uniform grid is
considered and distributed a predefined number of sensing
nodes including one advanced node with duplicated battery
energy at each grid crossing. FDS distribution can be
controlled by the determination of deviation factor, the
number of nodes, and the shape of paths and verified more
than one stage of distribution with different parameters. The
following algorithm 2, represents the FDS method:
Algorithm 2: FDS Method

Begin
Step1: Set length (l), width (w) units, no. of nodes
(n) nodes, grid crossing distance (d) units,
percentage of advance node (p) to the total
number of nodes and deviation values.
Step2: Estimate average value of nodes for each
grid crossing and calculate the approximate
number of total node for simulation:
Average no. of nodes/ grid crossing
(Anc.) =
Integer (no. of total nodes (nT.)/no. of
grid crossing).
Post no. of total nodes = Anc. * nT.
Step3: Arrange horizontal and vertical number of
grid crossing multiply by Anc. to nearest
value to the total number of nodes. For each
crossing estimate random x, y coordinate
deviation
using
MatLab©
predefined
functions for each of Anc. node from that
crossing and chose random node from them to
double battery capacity
Step4: If estimated nodes are larger or less that
the amount of nodes increase or decrease nl
nodes, nw nodes.
Step5: repeat step4 until the total number of nodes
is within the limits of setting number of
nodes.
Step6: Use random function to generate deviated
distance between random node and associated
grid crossing.
Step7: Randomly select one node from normal nodes
associated with each grid crossing to be the
advanced node. Store coordinates and type
of node in structured variable.
Step8: Repeat step6 and step7 for all grid
crossings.
Step9: Use estimated number of advanced nodes and
normal nodes to set new structure variable
to generate traditional method of deployment
all over the area with the same percentage
of advanced nodes for compatible capability
of the two systems.
End.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH PREPERATIONS

A lot of researches tried to modify LEACH routing protocol,
although almost all these researches were intended to cover
the whole area under consideration by applying random
uniform deployment of sensor nodes. In practical this
process cannot be applied since throwing sensor nodes from
high altitudes or a big surge force from one location cannot
allow achieving any uniform random deployment fitting to
the target area.
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Therefore, preparation is made to test the deployment of
a predefined number of nodes to a uniform grid across the
area, this process imitates the mechanism of a farmer
disseminating the seeds FDS across the field. Ten nodes are
depleted which is fixed deviated random local distance at
each grid crossing included one advanced node with double
battery energy capacity, this maintains 10% of advanced
nodes.
The preparations of multi-functions m-files using
MatLab© program were achieved to compare the new
depleted approach and the proper LEACH routing algorithm
with equal normal and advanced nodes used both. A
relatively larger area is considered to assure faster processing
rhythm since it increased energy dissipation while
communication interactions and node energy deployment
needs to arise within a moderate period. The protocol
frameworks are emphasized especially exchanging of
communication packets which are achieved by many stages
as pointed in the proposed approach. Two types of messages
are considered as well known in this approach. First, the
invitation “HELLO” packet to announce nodes of less order
by information assortment synchronization between nodes or
to inform cluster head which is the nearest normal node to it.
Second, the “DATA” packet that sends sensing information
from normal nodes to cluster head, aggregates them then
sends them to the base station. New cluster heads will be
reelected and the process will be restarted again.
MatLab m-files are coded to contain both methods
executed at the same file at the same time then the results are
compared with each other. The results include elected cluster
heads and their connections to normal nodes are drowned to
the base station, virtual dote circles with speculating radius
are drowned about each node to show an approximation of
coverage sensing area and their intersections. Recording of
number of live nodes, number of packets communicated
between nodes for types, average, and the sum of energy of
all live nodes, number of elected nodes as cluster head in
each selection and number of dead nodes for each round.

(a) Over all area (b) FDS with (c) FDS with
divergence = 0.4
div = 0.6
Figure 1. Deployment of 120 nodes in area of 400x400
units squared.
Adding 10% of advanced nodes to the network for
enhancing life time of the network and giving flexibility to
manage it, this is applied in each traditional algorithm and
the proposed approach node distribution with equivalent
capabilities. Measurement of Standard Deviation (SD1 for
traditional distribution and SD2 for FDS approach), and
Mean value (M1 for traditional distribution and M2 for FDS
approach) are mentioned. Fig. 2 shows that the number of
live nodes decreased in the first period in a limited region
while the remaining nodes enforced with advanced nodes
keep living a relatively considerable period.

V. EXPEREMENTAL RESULTS

Firstly, random deployment in both traditional and proposed
approaches are prepared by using Matlab m-files codes for
the mathematical simulation. Fig. 1(a) shows the random
deployment of 120 nodes all over the area of 400 x 400 units
squared. The FDS approach shows a shortage of covering
area when the amplitude of dispersions is equal to 0.4 as
shown in Fig. 1(b), while Fig. 1(c) shows out of area
boundaries when the amplitude of dispersions is equal to 0.6.

Figure 2. Number of live nodes each round for 120
nodes and div = 0.4
The nodes extreme far from cluster heads are soon dead,
while stable long-life of remaining nodes happened
according to stay living of advanced with normal nodes
nearest them as shown in Fig. 3(a & b).
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(a) Average Energy
(b) Total Energy
Figure 5. Energy each round for 120 nodes in area of
400x400 units squared, div = 0.40
(a) Over all area
(b) FDS with div = 0.4
Figure 3. Extreme distance nodes are dead and part of
area is covered by living nodes enforced with advance
nodes. Total number of nodes 120 in area of 400x400
units squared.

Using dispersion factor equal to 0.6 average and total
energy tends to be less efficient than traditional behavior as
shown in Fig. 6 (a & b).

Estimating standard deviation and the average distances
between all nodes and base station in traditional distribution
and the proposed approach show that there is no direct
evidence for any strong relation, although the amplitude of
dispersion which is the measurement of the distances
between normal nodes and nearest cluster heads is a
dominant factor as shown in Fig. 2 with dispersion factor
equal to 0.4, while Fig. 4 with dispersion factor equal to 0.6
shows the performance degradation of FDS approach.

(a) Average Energy
(b) Total Energy
Figure 6. Energy each round for 120 nodes in area of
400x400 units squared, div = 0.6

Figure 4. Number of live nodes each round for 120
nodes and div = 0.6
FDS proposed approach shows that its energy dissipated
according to communication interactions is more efficient if
the deviation value is equal to 0.4 as shown in Fig. 5(a & b).
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Network activity is more important when the last dead
node occurs, since if an insulated node still living has no
meaning, while connected nodes across enough area can
maintain active sensing and effective communications for a
longer period as shown in Fig. 7 (a, b, c & d).
The numbers of interactive communication packets are
different according to their types, number of living nodes,
and number of elected cluster heads in each round as shown
in Fig. 8. Each election of cluster heads initiates
communication activities like sending invitations to normal
nodes, estimates association between the normal node and
nearest cluster head, informs cluster heads and sends TDMA
table from cluster heads. Although data packets remain as a
limited number of messages while invitation messages
maybe thousands of packets as shown in Fig. 7.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

(a) Transmission
“HELLO” Packets

(c) Transition
“DATA” Packets

(b) Receiving
“HELLO” Packets

(d) Receiving
“DATA” Packets

Figure 7. Interactive communication packets each
round for 120 nodes of area 400x400 units squared,
traditional and FDS with div = 0.4

Almost all LEACH routing methods that seek solution to
overcome the disadvantages of the method did not notice that
random deployment of nodes across the total area cannot be
true in practical process because immediate throw of all
sensor nodes once don not cover the regular rectangular area.
Using Farmer Disseminating the Seeds LEACH (FDSLEACH) approach is more realistic comparing to overall
deployment method. Other treatment details are not applied
to routing protocol. The simulation shows that FDS depletion
is ideal but can not fit region of interest RoI and has a margin
of randomness either larger or smaller than the area under
consideration. Therefore, more treatments are needed by
decreasing the region of deployment or limiting deviation
factor which therefore decreases the overall coverage area.
Using a predefined way of random deployment according to
the proposed LEACH approach will increase thoroughly
network efficiency. There are three phases of interactive
communication between elected nodes and normal nodes
each phase needs to estimate transmission consuming
energy. To avoid too many rounds in simulation program
fairly large area was used and more energy consumption was
employed each round. At the first period of rounds extreme
distance nodes to elected cluster heads were dead. At the
second period of rounds the network was stable for fairly
long period, this is because the skeleton of the network was
enforced by the advanced nodes running and covering parts
of the area under consideration. Covering an area that can be
considered as good as enough to fulfill network tasks. This
phenomenon was noticed in both traditional and FDS
deployment methods because of advanced nodes.
The FDS deployment approach especially when the
deviation of nodes is less than 0.5 tends to increase life
longevity of nodes and so maintains communication
activates longer and the overall life of the network compared
with the traditional method.
FDS deployment approach and taking care of how to
make the deployment can be considered as one way to
complete handling the disadvantages of LEACH and other
routing algorithms. Ensuring stability on the basis of the
proposed protocol requires application of this method to
more protocols and sophisticated treatment of boundary to
RoI is needed.
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